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a b s t r a c t

The current study aims to explore the shielding properties of multi-component borate-based glass series.
Seven glass-samples with composition of (80-y)H3BO3e10ZnOe10Na2OeyBaO where (y ¼ 0, 5, 10, 15, 20,
25 and 30 mol.%) were synthesized by melt-quench method. Various shielding features for photons,
neutrons, and protons were determined for all prepared samples. XCOM, Phy-X program, and SRIM code
were performed to determine and explain several shielding properties such as equivalent atomic
number, exposure build-up factor, specific gamma-ray constants, effective removal cross-section (SR),
neutron scattering and absorption, Mass Stopping Power (MSP) and projected range. The energy ranges
for photons and protons were 0.015e15 MeV and 0.01e10 MeV, respectively. The mass attenuation
coefficient (m/r) was also determined experimentally by utilizing two radioactive sources (166Ho and
137Cs). Consistent results were obtained between experimental and XCOM values in determining m/r of
the new glasses. The addition of BaO to the glass matrix led to enhance the m/r and specific gamma-ray
constants of glasses. Whereas the remarkable reductions in SR, MSP, and projected range values were
reported with increasing BaO concentrations. The acquired results nominate the use of these glasses in
different radiation shielding purposes.
© 2020 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Radiation shielding is a method for reducing the exposure of the
public and the environment to ionizing radiation. Depending on the
type and energy of ionizing radiation, different materials were
proposed for shielding purposes [1e6]. In numerous ways, radia-
tion shielding is a grown technological system that is supported by
a comprehensive literature form and varied computational re-
sources. Nevertheless, improvements in our understanding of the
College of Science, Imam
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by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an
health impact of radiation require continuous efforts to reduce
these effects. Besides, the recognition of the material properties
and cross-section for ionizing radiation leads to developed new
substances to be applied in ionizing radiation shielding fields [1e9].

Recently, numerous researches have been performed to check
the competence of different glass systems in radiation protection
aspects [5,10e16]. The glass materials showed various distinctive
properties such as good transparency in the visible region, chemical
durability, good host for various elements, and effective atomic
number. These properties make glass one of the strong candidates
to be a substitute for different types of concrete used in nuclear
reactors [5,10e16]. In addition to their high flexibility in fabrication,
glass materials are transparent and have a good ability to absorb
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Table 1
Composition ratio and density of ZnOeNa2OeH3bO3 glass with different concen-
trations of BaO.

Composition ratios (mol%) Sample Code

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7

ZnO 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
Na2O 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
H3BO3 80 75 70 65 60 55 50
BaO 0 5 10 15 20 25 30
Density (g cm¡3) 2.563 2.821 3.073 3.327 3.395 3.657 3.754
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ionizing radiations like neutrons, protons, and photons based on
the composition of the compound [14,17]. These glasses must own
high interaction cross-section to get the ability to attenuate and
absorb incident radiation [10,11].
Fig. 1. Schematic view for the

Table 2
Mass attenuation coefficients at specific energies (EXP. and XCOM).

Energy (MeV) S1 S2 S3

0.184 EXP 0.1228 0.1396 0.1533
XCOM 0.1265 0.1432 0.1599
RD% 2.9244 2.5139 4.1275

0.28 EXP 0.111 0.1131 0.1254
XCOM 0.112 0.117 0.1273
RD% 0.8928 3.3333 1.4925

0.661 EXP 0.0734 0.0792 0.0778
XCOM 0.0756 0.0787 0.0781
RD% 2.9101 0.6353 0.3841

0.71 EXP 0.0701 0.0713 0.0768
XCOM 0.0721 0.0732 0.0755
RD% 2.7739 2.4304 1.7218

0.81 EXP 0.0702 0.0715 0.0716
XCOM 0.0717 0.0715 0.0709
RD% 2.0921 0 0.9873

Relative Differences ðRD%Þ ¼ m=p Theor � m=p Exp

m=p Theor
x 100.
Any glass materials utilized for ionizing radiation shieldingmust
be steady in water and air, capable of being formed in large vol-
umes, transparent to visible light, as well as must-have high den-
sity. Several glasses systems have been used as shielding materials
for ionizing radiation such as barium borate fly ash glasses, bismuth
borate glasses, silicate glasses containing (Bi2O3) bismuth oxide
[18e20]. Borate glass has been deliberated as a result of the good
thermal stability and high chemical durability such as glasses
modified with heavy element oxides (Pb, Bi, and Ba) [21e23]. Also,
the boron oxide has utilized to absorb the thermal neutrons and
reduce secondary radiation [24]. The addition of high elements for
borate glass led to increase density, enhance durability, and in-
crease absorption of ionizing radiation [10,11,18,23]. Among the
heavy elements, previous studies proved the efficiency of barium
oxide (BaO) with the different glass formers in improving the
set-up irradiation process.

S4 S5 S6 S7

0.1665 0.1925 0.2161 0.2262
0.1711 0.1977 0.2135 0.2294
2.6884 2.6302 1.2177 1.3949

0.1277 0.1344 0.1367 0.1335
0.1249 0.1308 0.1352 0.1338
2.2417 2.7522 1.1094 0.2242

0.0774 0.0776 0.0747 0.0757
0.0778 0.0776 0.0763 0.0771
0.5141 0 2.0969 1.8158

0.0742 0.0744 0.0726 0.0735
0.0752 0.0749 0.0746 0.0742
1.3297 0.6675 2.6809 0.94339

0.0723 0.0715 0.0732 0.0719
0.0705 0.0712 0.0714 0.0701
2.5532 0.4213 2.521 2.5677



Fig. 2. Comparison of m/r values of S7 and steel magnetite (SM) concretes, basalt (BM) and ordinary concrete (OC) in the energy range 0.05e15 MeV.

Fig. 3. The variation of Zeq for ZnOeNa2OeH3bO3 glass with different concentrations of BaO with incident photon energy.
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absorption of the ionizing radiations [25,26]. The addition of BaO
procures to enhance the glass density as well as the atomic number,
driving to the increment attenuation for photons [21]. The incor-
poration of sodium oxide (Na2O) to the borate leads to change the



Fig. 4. Exposure buildup factor for ZnOeNa2OeH3bO3 glass with different concentrations of BaO with penetration depths at specific photon energies.
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boron coordination via alteration of the functional group, driving to
improve the glass properties [27]. Moreover, the addendum of zinc
oxide (ZnO) to borate can enhance chemical durability, thermal
stability, and decreases crystallization for the glass system [28].

The present study aimed to know the effect of adding different
amounts of barium oxide (BaO) on shielding properties of different
types and energies of ionizing radiation such as photons, neutrons,
and protons.
2. Materials and methodology

The current glass samples of nominal composition (80-y)
H3BO3e10ZnOe10Na2OeyBaO where y ¼ 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and
30 mol% were prepared by the ordinary melt-quench method.
Various raw materials like boric acid (B3BO3), zinc oxide (ZnO),
sodium oxide (Na2O), and barium oxide (BaO) from sigma Aldrich
company were utilized for preparing the current glass samples.
These raw materials were weighed and mixed according to a mole
percent for each element as illustrated in Table 1, after that the
mixture was melted inside an electrical furnace at 1100 �C for an
hour. Then the molten composition was annealed in another elec-
trical furnace at 400 �C for 3 h to release the stress. Lastly, the
electric furnace temperature was decreased progressively to room
temperature with a cooling rate of 10 �C/min.
The density (r) values for the current samples were determined
according to the Archimedes principle (see Table 1) to compute the
mass attenuation coefficient (m/r). The Mettler Toledo balance
equipped with a specific density kit was used to determine the
density values with readability 0.1 milli-gram. In this study, the
experimental shielding part for calculating m/r was conducted in
the nuclear lab at King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals
(KFUPM), Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA). Fig. 1 illustrates the
conducted irradiation set-up and detection process. Two gamma-
ray sources with five different gamma energies were used to irra-
diate the new samples (Ho-166: 0.184, 0.280, 0.710 and 0.810 MeV;
Cs-137: 0.661 MeV). The sample thickness is a critical parameter
that should be adjusted to get precise irradiation. The prepared
samples (with a thickness of 0.428e0.560 cm) were placed after
three sequential collimation set-ups as shown in Fig. 1. To avoid the
detection of background radiation, the Pb collimator set-up was
adjusted to reduce the irradiation beam gradually and get the area
of the glass samples. Both radiation source and detector were
housed in the lead shield. Regard radiation detection, a 3x3 thal-
lium activated sodium iodide (NaI(Tl)) scintillation detector was
connected with pre-amplifier and amplifier to collect Gamma
transmitted rays from irradiated samples and convert to electron
counts. Gamma-ray spectrometer with a 16 K multichannel
analyzer with energy resolution 7% at 662 keV was used to collect



Fig. 5. Variation of the specific gamma-ray constants for ZnOeNa2OeH3bO3 glass with different concentrations of BaO at different energies.
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incident photon (Io) and transmitted photons intensities (I). The
distance among the radiation source and NaI scintillator detector is
64 cm for all irradiation process (either with or without samples).

The linear attenuation (m) can be calculated according to the
following formula (Lambert-Beer law) [41]:

I¼ I0e
�mt (1)

Here, m, Io, and I denote the linear attenuation coefficient, inci-
dent, and transmitted photons, respectively. The mass attenuation
coefficient of the prepared glasses can be obtained simply by
dividing m over r. In this study, the m/r values were determined
experimentally and compared with the XCOM values. XCOM is a
well-common computer program designed by Breger and Hubbell
[29] and developed at the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST/USA). This program presents the potential for
computing the m/r for mixtures, compounds, and elements at
various photon energies (from 1 keV to 100 GeV) as well as various
interactions between the photons with matter. Based on the cross-
section for pair production, scattering, and photoelectric absorp-
tion, the potential of interaction was evaluated. A series of photon
radiation shielding features such as an equivalent atomic number
(Zeq), the specific absorbed fraction of the energy (SAFE), specific
gamma-ray constants (G) and exposure build-up factor (EBF)
within the energy range of 0.015e15 MeV were also computed
based on the Phy-X program [30].
Based on the mass removal cross-section of each element in the
glass system, the effective removal cross-section of the fast neutron
(SR) was computed for each glass sample and compared with
theoretical values of Phy-X results [31,32]:

SR ¼
X

i

WiðSR = rÞi (2)

where, r, Wi and SR denote the total density of glass sample (g
cm�3), the partial density (g cm�3) and the mass removal cross-
section of each element in the prepared glasses.

To get more shielding properties for fast neutron in the prepared
glasses, neutron shielding parameters (NSP) such as absorption
cross-sections and scattering length of the constituent elements
were calculated based the following formula [33]:

ðNSPÞcompound ¼
X

fiðNSPÞi (3)

where (NSP)i and fi represent the neutron shielding parameters of
the ith element in the glass mixture and the mass fraction of each
element in the glass mixtures [33]. For prepared glass samples, the
following measurements were used to evaluate the absorption
cross-sections and the scattering lengths of the incident neutron:

- Neutron absorption cross-section (sabs)



Fig. 6. Variations of gamma dose rate at different energies levels for ZnOeNa2OeH3bO3 glass with different concentrations of BaO.
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- Total neutron scattering cross-section (stot)
- Incoherent neutron scattering cross-section (sinc)
- Coherent neutron scattering cross-section (scoh)
- Incoherent neutron scattering length (binc),
- Coherent neutron scattering length (bcoh),

More particulate shielding properties such as the projected range
and Mass Stopping Power (MSP) for the protons were investigated
within the energy of 0.01e10 MeV based on SIRM code [34].

3. Results and discussion

Gamma-ray shielding capability of the prepared glasses was
experimentally tested by evaluating m/p employing NaI(TI) detector
at photon energies 0.184, 0.280, 0.710, and 0.810 MeV emitted from
Ho-166 radioactive source, and 0.661 MeV emitted from Cs-137
radioactive source. The experimental m/p values were compared
with those of the XCOM program (theoretical side). The results of
both approaches are summarized in Table 2. The experimental m/p
results come in a good agreement with the theoretical m/p values
for each prepared glass sample at the considered energy range. This
harmony is good evidence that the experimental set-up has been
conducted correctly. m/p parameter is a fundamental term to
recognize the capability of the material to attenuate a gamma-ray.
Indeed, the measurement was repeated for each energy to mini-
mize the errors, the background radiation was exactly determined,
and all irradiation stages were executed precisely. Table 2 shows
the calculated relative differences (RD) between theoretical
(XCOM) and experimental results. William and Matthew reported
the acceptable RD values between the experimental and theoretical
results [35]. The maximum RD value among theoretical and
experimental values is approximately 3%. The most dominant in-
teractions of photons with the material are pair production in-
teractions, Compton scattering, and the photoelectric effect. The
probabilities for occurring these interactions are directly related to
photon energy, atomic number, and electron density. The current
glass samples consist of incorporation of various elements (see
Table 1), but show the identical radiation-shielding trend, and no
significant differences in m/p are expected. However, the m/p values
revealed direct relation with the glass density, which enhanced by
increasing BaO content. Furthermore, the m/p values of the new
prepared glasses were compared with some standard shielding
materials such as steel magnetite (SM) concretes, basalt (BM), and
ordinary concrete (OC) to explore the new glass samples that may
be a good nominee for shielding purposes.

Fig. 2 shows the three fundamental interactions of gamma-ray
with materials (photoelectric, Compton, and pair production) and
their predominant corresponding to the incident energy. In the low
energy region, the highest m/p values can be obtained due to the
dominant of the photoelectric absorption and the low occurring
probability for Compton scattering. The m/p values in this region
can be sort as follow S7 > Sm > BM > OC. Consequently, the highest



Fig. 7. The variation of SAFE with incident photon energy for S7 at 0.001 cm for different mfps.
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m/p values obtained in this region and started to reduce radically in
the intermediate region (Compton scattering predominant) up to
4 MeV. The m/p values in this region of the compared shielding
materials are very close (approximately the same) and this is
attributed to the independency of Compton scattering on the
chemical structure of the substances. At a higher energy region
(>4 MeV), the pair production probability starts to increase grad-
ually, and the chemical structure is significant, and the materials
containing heavy elements own superior shielding renderings.

From Table 2, the m/p values at 0.184 MeV (low photon energy)
were found to be maximum and they were 0.1228, 0.1396, 0.1533,
0.1665, 0.1925, 0.2161, and 0.2262 cm2/g for S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6,
and S7, respectively. During increasing the photon energy, the m/p
values decreased, and this is a basic trend according to the expo-
nential attenuation equation (see Equation (1)). On the other hand,
the m/p values increased by addition BaO content at given photon
energies. For example, at 0.184 MeV, the m/p values raised from
0.1228 cm2/g to 0.2262 cm2/g as BaO content increased from 0 mol
% to 30 mol%. Therefore, S7 glass possesses the highest m/p values,
and then it owns the best shielding ability of gamma-ray among the
prepared glasses. The similar behavior of m/p was noticed for some
calcium boro-tellurite glasses [36], barium borate glasses [37], and
oxyfluoro-tellurite-zinc glasses [38].

In the radiation protection context, information on photon
buildup factors is essential before designing material for gamma
shielding applications. This motivated us to calculate equivalent
atomic number (Zeq) number and then photon buildup factor (EBF
and EABF) for each prepared glass sample for extended photon
energy up to 15MeV. The Zeq is a parameter like the atomic number
of elements, which depicts the features of the combined matter
(compounds/mixture) in the expression of equivalent elements.
The calculation procedures of buildup factors were explained in
Refs. [39]. Furthermore, newly developed programs such as
EXABCal [40] and Phy-X [30] programs can be used to obtain the
results of EBF and EABF shortly and easily. The Zeq results for all
prepared glass samples are shown in Fig. 3. At low energy, it can be
noted that the Zeq values increased slightly with a peak before
starting to reduce. Above 3 MeV, the values of Zeq kept being nearly
constant as a result of the predominance of the pair production
interaction. The peak at low energy mirrored the existence of the
photoelectric absorption in the K-shell electrons for heavy ele-
ments such as Zn and Ba. Moreover, the effect of BaO addition can
be seen clearly in the behavior of Zeq values that increased with the
addition of BaO.

Fig. 4 shows the link between penetration depths and buildup
factors (BUGs) for all prepared glass samples at various photon
energies. The dependence on the chemical composition was
observed to be vigor at the low photon energy (Ep) (E ¼ 0.1 MeV)
and the high Ep (15 MeV). However, the BUFs were independent of
the chemical composition at intermediate energies such as those at
1.5 and 3MeV. At 0.1 MeV, the highest EBF values can be seen for S1
glass, but at 15 MeV the highest EBF values were seen for S7 glass.
This is attributed to the secondary particles (say photons) that
deposit their energies at large mfp.

The specific gamma-ray dose constant is a radiation protection
parameter used for determining the absorbed of a gamma-ray at a
constant distance in a specific depth for known materials. In Fig. 5,
the specific gamma-ray constants (G) of S1, S3, S5, and S7 are
plotted for Ep up to 15 MeV. All the curves of these samples have
increased with increasing incident energy. Moreover, the BaO
content has a significant influence on the specific gamma-ray
constants of S1, S3, S5, and S7 glasses. Such that the specific
gamma-ray constants raised gradually by the increment of BaO.

The gamma dose rate (R/hr) as a function of the distance from
source at energies of 0.05, 0.1, 1.5, and 5 MeV is illustrated in Fig. 6.
For all prepared samples, the gamma-ray dose rate decreases with
the increasing thickness of the medium. Higher dose rate reported
for glasses with a high concentration BaO, and the dose rate



Table 3
The removal cross-sections and mass removal cross-section of ZnOeNa2OeH3bO3 glass with different concentrations of BaO.

Sample Code Element Mass fraction Weight Fraction Partial Density P (g cm�3) Removal Cross Section
SR (cm�1)

Mass removal Cross Section
SR/r (cm2 g�1)

Manual Calculation Using
Phys-X

S1 H 0.3934 0.0321 0.1002 0.156 0.157 0.5980
B 0.1311 0.1399 0.3586 0.0575
O 0.4262 0.6665 1.7082 0.0448
Na 0.0328 0.0792 0.1902 0.0341
Zn 0.0164 0.0823 0.2058 0.0130

S2 H 0.3846 0.0251 0.1035 0.156 0.157 0.5980
B 0.1282 0.1301 0.3698 0.0575
O 0.4274 0.6395 1.7854 0.0448
Na 0.0342 0.0788 0.2093 0.0341
Zn 0.0171 0.0797 0.2265 0.0130
Ba 0.0085 0.0468 0.1264 0.0129

S3 H 0.3750 0.0203 0.1051 0.155 0.156 0.5980
B 0.1250 0.1205 0.3761 0.0575
O 0.4286 0.5993 1.8416 0.0448
Na 0.0357 0.0775 0.2283 0.0341
Zn 0.0179 0.0786 0.2468 0.0130
Ba 0.0179 0.0998 0.2750 0.0129

S4 H 0.3645 0.0158 0.1058 0.154 0.155 0.5980
B 0.1215 0.1177 0.3783 0.0575
O 0.4299 0.5657 1.8821 0.0448
Na 0.0374 0.0752 0.2469 0.0341
Zn 0.0187 0.0772 0.2668 0.0130
Ba 0.0280 0.1444 0.4471 0.0129

S5 H 0.3529 0.0119 0.0998 0.147 0.145 0.5980
B 0.1176 0.1075 0.3561 0.0575
O 0.4314 0.532 1.8068 0.0448
Na 0.0392 0.0742 0.2519 0.0341
Zn 0.0196 0.0713 0.2723 0.0130
Ba 0.0392 0.1997 0.6080 0.0129

S6 H 0.3402 0.0088 0.0984 0.146 0.144 0.5980
B 0.1134 0.0941 0.3518 0.0575
O 0.4330 0.5125 1.8230 0.0448
Na 0.0412 0.0739 0.2713 0.0341
Zn 0.0206 0.0699 0.2937 0.0130
Ba 0.0515 0.239 0.8188 0.0129

S7 H 0.3261 0.0044 0.0916 0.136 0.137 0.5980
B 0.1087 0.0884 0.3281 0.0575
O 0.4348 0.4789 1.7452 0.0448
Na 0.0435 0.0722 0.2785 0.0341
Zn 0.0217 0.0684 0.3018 0.0130
Ba 0.0652 0.2877 1.0087 0.0129

Fig. 8. Removal cross-section: a) of the prepare glasses using Phy-X, b) compare S1 and S7 with steel magnetite (SM) concretes, basalt (BM) and ordinary concrete (OC).
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Fig. 9. The neutron absorption and scattering parameters for ZnOeNa2OeH3bO3 glass with different concentrations of BaO; (a) bcoh: the coherent neutron scattering length, (b) binc:
the incoherent neutron scattering length, (c) scoh: the coherent neutron scattering cross-section, (d) sinc: the incoherent neutron scattering cross-section, (e) stot: the total neutron
scattering cross-section, (f) sabs: the absorption neutron scattering cross-section).
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Fig. 10. Proton shielding properties for of ZnOeNa2OeH3bO3 glass with different concentrations of BaO as a function of kinetic energy for: a) mass stopping power variations; b)
projected range variations.
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reduced by increasing BaO. Besides, it can be seen that there is an
obvious difference between samples at low energy and the dose
rate become almost the same at a high energy level (5 MeV).

SAFE is an essential parameter derived from the energy ab-
sorption build-up factor to determine the average absorbed dose at
specific shielding materials placed at a fixed distance from the ra-
diation source. The variation of SAFE with Ep at a thickness of
0.001 cm and up to 40 mfp for S7 glass was shown in Fig. 7. The
maximum SAFE values occurred at 0.015 MeV, and then they
decrease with increasing the photon energy due to the photoelec-
tric absorption. The minimum SAFE values occurred at 15 MeV due
to the dominance of pair production phenomena.

The removal cross-section of fast neutrons (SR) values were
calculated theoretically and obtained by using the Phy-X program for
all of the prepared glasses [19]. The calculated values along with the
values of Phy-X are summarized in Table 3. The calculated SR values
were 0.156, 0.156, 0.155, 0.154, 0.146, and 0.136 cm�1 for S1, S2, S3,
S4, S5, S6, and S7, respectively. The SR was also calculated manually,
and the values are very close and showed a similar behavior when
the BaO contents increase. Here, it can be noted that the neutron
attenuation coefficient is inversely proportional to barium content as
shown in Fig. 8(a). This trend can be ascribed to the percent mass of
heavy atoms (Ba) that are predominant in the glass samples. Fig. 8(b)
shows the values of SR of S1 and S7 compared with some standard
concretematerials. The S1 glass samples revealed higherSR than SM,
BM, and OC concretes. The descending order of the SR values of the
shielding material is S1 > SM > S7 > BM > OC. The obtained results
appear that the ability of S1 to S6 glass samples to stop fast neutrons
are better than the compared concretes.

Fig. 9 illustrates neutron scattering and absorption parameters
(absorption neutron scattering cross-section, total neutron scat-
tering cross-section, incoherent neutron scattering cross-section,
coherent neutron scattering cross-section, incoherent neutron
scattering length and coherent neutron scattering length) calcu-
lated for the new glasses [17]. The values of bcoh, binc, and scoh
reduced with the increment of BaO content. Also, the absorption
neutron scattering cross-section decreased with the increment of
BaO. The values attained by S1 are (bcoh¼ 5.410 fm; binc ¼ 0.945 fm;
scoh¼4.001 b and sabs ¼ 0.222 b), which make it a possible nominee
for neutron shielding implementations compared with several
standard substances (concrete, graphite, and water).

Fig. 10(a) shows the values of proton mass stopping power
(MSP) of the prepared glasses. As shown in the figure, the values of
proton increased with increasing kinetic energy (up 1 MeV). In the
energy range of 1 MeVe2 MeV, the MSP values radically decreased,
and the reduction continues in the higher energies (>2 MeV) but
with a low reduction rate. The sample with the highest Ba content
(S7) revealed the lowest values of proton MSP. The projected range
is a concept that used to define the expected depth to which alpha
or proton will penetrate up to rest in an absorber material [34]. A
shown in Fig. 10(b), the prepared samples, especially S7, attained
low projected range values.
4. Conclusion

Seven glass samples with various concentrations of BaO were
synthesized via using the melt quench method. The shielding
properties of these glasses were assessed at different types and
energies of ionizing radiation. The experimental results of m/r
exhibit good agreement with the theoretical values. The experi-
mental values for m/p at 0.184 MeV (low photon energy) are 0.1228,
0.1396, 0.1533, 0.1665, 0.1925, 0.2161, and 0.2262 cm2/g for S1, S2,
S3, S4, S5, S6, and S7, respectively. While the values of SR for S1, S2,
S3, S4, S5, S6, and S7 are 0.156, 0.156, 0.155, 0.154, 0.146, and
0.136 cm�1, respectively. The results revealed that by increasing
BaO contents the density, m/r, and specific gamma-ray constants
improved and inversely effects on SR, MSP, and projected range
values. The current results proved the ability of the new glasses to
be good shielding material in different ionizing radiation facilities.
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